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AUSTRALIA’s peak Jewish group has added to a slew of complaints against the 
ABC, accusing the public broadcaster of bias in reporting on the deadly conflict in 
Gaza and the West Bank. The complaint from the Australia/Israel & Jewish -
Affairs Council comes just days after Communications Minister Mitch Fifield wrote 
to ABC managing director Michelle Guthrie alleging “Labor lies” were repeated 
unchecked in the broadcaster’s coverage of the Super Saturday by-elections. 
 
 
Colin Rubenstein, AIJAC’s executive director, said the ABC had failed to cover 
one of the most deadly recent attacks launched by Palestinian militants despite 
more than a hundred rockets being launched indiscriminately toward Israel. The 
decision to broadcast only two brief news items, both sourced from Al Jazeera, 
was “one more addition in a growing list of glaring failures by the taxpayer-
funded ABC to meet its statutory requirements to be fair and balanced in its 
coverage”, Dr Rubenstein said. 
 
An ABC spokeswoman said any complaint would be “subject to the normal 
process and we will respond in due course”. 
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Dr Rubenstein said despite 200 rockets being launched by militants, there was 
no coverage on AM, PM, Breakfast, 7.30, or ABC TV News. 
“This almost complete lack of coverage stands in contrast to most of the 
Australian media — including Fairfax, News Corp and SBS — which seemed to 
have no problem identifying the attacks and the international reaction to them 
as newsworthy,” he said. 

Associated Press last week reported the attack, during which at least 25 mortar 
shells were launched toward Israel, as being the largest since the 2014 Israel-
Hamas war. 
 



 
 
Palestinian protesters evacuate a wounded youth near the Gaza Strip’s border 
with Israel, during east of Khan Younis, in the Gaza Strip last month. Picture: AP 
 
Most of the rockets were intercepted before impact. 
The rocket barrage came after Israeli fire killed more than 110 Palestinians, 
most of them during a Hamas-led protest two weeks earlier. 

Dr Rubenstein said the ABC’s lack of coverage of the Hamas missiles was “in 
marked contrast” to its coverage of the Israeli offensive. 
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